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CHAPTER TEN

The Evolution of Thumrr as an InstrumentalGenre
As we have seenin Chapter Two, ghumrr evolvedprimarily as a vocal genre, drawing
from classicalkha2aland the folk songsof the Doab region. The text in thumri holds
far more importance than in kha2alor dhrupad,where it is treated essentiallyas a series
of phonemes. In bandishand arth-bhauathumns, the text is essentialfor its rhetorical
and rhythmic interest, and as a basis for interpretative dance. Similarly, in the bol
bando ghumrt, however simple the words may be, they serve as the basis for
interpretative melodic improvisation. This phenomenon of bol banaois, indeed, the
essenceof modern thumrr. Because bol banaois ultimately impossible to render
instrumentally,r thumrlsingers like Naina Devi and Rita Gangoly have been quick to
point out that, properly speaking, an instrumentalist cannot "play a thumri,"
although it is common parlance to say so; rather, a ragacan be playdd in lhumnstylc,2
incorporating from vocal ghumri thoseabstract musical elementsincidental to but not
including bol banao.Prominent among theselatter are the use of particular ragas,talas,
ornaments, composition-types,"syllabic"-style articulation, and the stressingof free
melodic improvisation rather than meticulously correct rendition of rdga. These
features sulfice to distinguish instrumental ghumrt as a genre from instrumental
khayal. The former is, in fact, a very important and popular genre, and insofar as
instrumental music iqrecent decadesappearsto have rivalled, if not surpassedvocal
music in demand,3 one might even hold instrumental thumri to be equally as well
known as its vocal counterpart and forebear.Nevertheless,scholarswho have written
about thumrr have tended to ignore it as an instrumental genre.
Historical Background
As discussedin Chapter Two above, around 1800 dhrupadwas the most respected
classical music form, although it was gradually yielding in popularity to khayal.The
latter style began to receiverecognition and patronage during the rule of Mohammad
I It is possiblethat occasionallya performer or listener may have a particular text in mind during the
course of an instrumental thumri; but since most melodies of compositions are so stereotypical' the
performer and listener could not normally be expected to have the same text in mind.
2 Personal communicationsin l98l'
3 This trend is reflected most cleafly in the fees that contemporary artists can charge for
performances.Top instrumentalists like Amjad Ali Khan, Vilayat Khan, and Ravi Shankar generally
ieceive well over twice as much as a top vocalist like Parween Sultana.
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his voluminous writings, does not mention the sitar. Further, it is not mentioned in
Mughal treatises like the 'Ain-t-Akbart or Akbar-Nama,nor is it depicted in
contemporary miniature paintings. Hence, if the sitar did exist in some forfn before
1700, it was presumably too insignificant an instrument to be used in court, or in
classicalmusic in general.What is much more likely is that the instrument developed
in eighteenth century Delhi, incorporating features of the Persian sehtar and
tambur,two popular lutes of the Mughal period. The chief innovations in the sitar
were the addition of ajaaart (a bone bridge with a graded friction point), and a set of
sympathetic strings running underneath the playing strings. One source (Bahadur, in
Stewart 1974: 406) attributes these developmentsto the brother of Niamat Khan
(Sadarang)of Mohammad Shah'sDelhi court; that this man's name may have been
Amir Khusrau (Brahaspati, in Stewart 1974: 406) might explain the confused and
dubious belief that the earlier Khusrau invented the sitar.
We may presume that in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the sitar
repertoire consisted of certain techniques adopted from the dhrupad btn style,
combined with other new technical innovations idiomatic to the sitar itself.
Jairazbhoyr asserts that foremost among these innovations was the use of both
downward ("ro") as well as upward ("do") right-hand strokes.This development
permitted various sorts of fast, rhythmic runs and patterns not found in btn
technique, which employed only the upward da stroke. Possibly this change occurred
under the influence of the rabab,whosetechnique incorporated both strokes,or from
the influenceof North Indian folk music.Thus, the sitar and the new stylesassociated
with it arose in contrast) as it were, to the slow and austerebin style.The sit-r, being
more agile than the btn and rabab,was more conducive to a lighter, more virtuosic,
and less orthodox style than instrumental dhrupad,whose vocal counterpart was
gradually giving way in popularity to khayl. The basis of this newer style in the
eighteenth century was the Maslt Khan?baj (style), named after a Delhi sitarist Masit
Khan. This style was distinguished by its use of the Masrt Kharu gat, a amposition in
medium to slow tempo iintal, with a speci{ic bol (here, right-hand pattern),
incorporating the da and nj strokes.2Also adapted to the new baj were the bin
techniquesof gamak(a repeatedoscillation on one note), thok(passagesinvolving only
da strokes), and jhala (in which vistar-like melodies are superimposed over fast,
rhythmic striking of the high tikarl strings). The Masrt Khant gat was probably
performed somewhat faster than the standard slow gat of today (M.M. : ca. 60).
Neuman (1978) argues that the dhrupadilas,including btnkars,were becoming
increasingly secretiveand protective of their family music during this period. Some
binkarstaught their students only the lighter and less prestigious sitar, reserving the
hoary bin tradition exclusively for their sons. Hence many aspiring instrumentalists
evidently took up the sitar, in which education was readily accessible.Another
I Personal communication.
2 The pattern is roughly as follows ("diri" d.enotesda rd in double time):
diri/3da diri da ralxda da ra din/2da din da raloda da ra
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Examples of Raza Khani sitar gafs predating 1870 are rare, and I have not
encountered any gafr specifically attributed to Raza Khan hirnself. One stereotypical
bal \here, right-hand pattern) of the Raza Khinr gat is as. follows:
da dirl diri dirr/da rada - rada/da
mukhTa

idd ra da ra
or: di diri da ra. .

This pattern is not typical of, and almost certainly is not derived from vocal music;
its chief char4cteristic is the prominent use of din-diri patterns. At the same time, gals
employing this exact bol arc not and do not appear to have been extremely common,
as good siiarists have generally preferred more imaginative and less hackneyed {brms.
Ralher, nnany early gatswere simply instrumental adaptations of bandishthumris,
often with ttre added incorporation of diri-diri patterns. Further, just as dozens of
bandishlhumn texts were sei to the faririliar Kafi melody given on page 99 above, so
did the melody become, and rernain, a standard Razi Khani gat.lt was recorded
around lglS by sitirist Imdad Khan, and appearsin sitdr rnanuals like Sitcr Darpan
(Bhilcan Khan 1972: 67).
In fact, there are innumer:ableexamples of Raza Khani sitar gats adapted from
bandishghumris. As the sarod matured, rnany of thesegalswere also incorporated into
sarod ,epertoire. Hence we may now turn to the development of the early
instrumental gat on that instrurnent.
Thc Gat in Sarod Music
While the precise origin of the sarodr is at least as obscure as that of the sitir,
evidence suggeststhaiits ancestorspredate the Muslim period by many centtlries'2
Marcel-Dubl1s (1941: 87) notes the indented lute in Gandharan iconography dating
frorn the first to third centuries A.D. Several Mughal miniatures depict a speciesof
rabab which, with its smaller, waisted body, bearJa close resemblanceto the sarod.3
The instrument was probably closely related, whether fraternally or {ilially, to,the
Afghan rabdb, which, like the sarod, had a skin face, sympathetic strings, a plain
briige rather than a jauan, and an atavistic waist which suggeststhat the instrument
or its ancestorsrniglit have at one time been bowed (like t-heNorth African rabafi3
gut
The Afghan rababdiscussedby Day (1974 l27ff.) had metal drone strings and
I Solis
the etymology of the word "sarod." Most
11g70, 19) presents various theories regarding
i'shAh*d,1' a medieval Arab lute. The four subsequent phonetic transformations
probably it derives frim
in Persian "shahnii"
lr. quitu common in Hindi-Urdu loan words from Persian:(t) "a" became"a," as
,,shahnai"; (2) "sh" became "s," as these two phonernesare often confused and interchanged in
to Hindi
1.fr" bu"r*" "o,;' as in Persian "rfr2" ("day") to Hindi "roz"; and (4) the
colloquial Hindi; (3)
aspiration was elided'
2 Fo. a more expansive discussion of the origin of the sarod, see Solis (1970: 6-43)'
3 See illusration in Marek (1963: plate l)'
4 Ho*elr.r, the first extani evidence of a sarodlike lute, in Gandharan sculpture, shovrs it to be
plucked.
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side with traditional rdiomatic instrumental techniques like fio&,jhata, tarparan,and
din-dirr rdar.l Yet vocal inlluence became increasingly strong, and may well have
accounted for the final removal of the sarod's frets, as these prevented the'rendering of
glissandi essentialto the vocal style. Meanwhile, technical improvements in the sitar
were making it similarly capable of executinglonger, more sustainedglissandi, so that
sitarists were able to reach new stylistic horizons with the deliberate adoption of
vocal-based styles.
Thumn Syles, and Sitar and Sarsd Glwarcs
Neuman (197S) and Meer (1980: 129) have argued that in the late nineteenth
century, distinct vocal and instrumental gharandsarose in responseto the decay of the
feudal patronage system which had sustained musicians. Another factor which
contributed to the rise of the gharanas was the enhanced transportation and
communication networks which threatened their uniqueness and their oligopolistic
hold on music as a commodity. Ghararwsfunctioned (and continue to do so) not only
as social units, but as musical units, with relatively discrete styles. In the sections
below we shall examine three sitir and sarod gharanaswhich together cover the
majority of important performers on.theseinstruments. The first is the Imdad Khan
ghardnd, whose most renowned exponent is sitarist Vilayat Khan. This musician,
together with his ancestors and followers, is largely responsible for the adoption on
siiar of characteristic vocal ornaments and tdns, so that his style is now commonly
referred to as "gdltaki ang" ("vocal style"). The second gharanato be considered here
comprises the descendantsof sarodiya Ghulam Ali Khan, and their students; these
lattei have become so numerous and stylistically variegated that they can scarcely be
regarded as constituting a distin ct gharaaa;at the same time, however, they share a
stylistic and pedagogical origin. Finally, the relatively young gharana of
"o-*ot
Allaudin Khan has achieved prodigious inlluence and popularity, largely through
that artist's famous disciples, Ali Akbar Khan and Ravi Shankar.
The Imdad Khan Gharana
The sitar and surbahdrgharanatraced back to Sahebdad Khan is also known as the
Inayat Khan gharandand the Etawah gharana(Etawah being the home of Imdad
Khan). Sahebdad Khan, who died in the late nineteenth century, was originally a
mirasisarahgiltaand,,according to Solis (1970:88), a khayalila. However, he took up the
sitir, and his descendantsplayed that instrument and the surbahdr(an enlarged sitar
with a lower range). Sahebdad'ssitar style is said to have been strongly influenced by
vocai style, with which he was intimately familiar as a sarahgtlta;he is also said to have
studied from the Gwalior khaytias, Haddu and Hassu Khan (Roy Chaudhuri 1975:
203). His introduction of vocal characteristicsinto sitir style, and his adoption of that
more prestigious instrument (compared to the sarairyl)are cited by Neuman (1978:
I Tdrparan tdns aiebased on pakhdlaj bols;dii.difi tdzr employ two strokes (rather than one) to each
note. CL solis (19?0: 57-8, 93-4) for a more expansive (atbeit still unclear) discussion of tarparan.
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On the whole, Inayat tended to stressgat and laz in his rnusic rather than alap
(Khushiram l9?: 39). His Raza Khani style contained a mixture of traditional
instrumental techniques apparently developed from bLn and rabdb legacies together
with influences from bandishghumrr, (in gat structure), khayl (the use of fin), and bol
banao lbumn (syllabic articulation in alafl.
In portions of Inayat's alapsin thumrr rdgas,the articulation is distinctly syllabic
rather than melismatic, with numerous right-hand stroi<es,even on one note; this
instrumental imitation of ghumrr bol banaotext delivery is never employed in khn2al
style, such as in the surbahdrrecordings of Inayat or Imdad Khan. Rather, it is one of
the hallmarks of instrumental thumrr style, and a clear example of vocal influence on
instrunnental music. At the same time, Inayat's alapshavefew of the melismas which
are also characteristicof vocal music; although thesehad to someextent been adopted
on the surbahdr,sitarists like Inayat Khan do not appear to have attempted to render
them on the sitir by the use of exten ded mihQ.There is no mihQin his alapsgreater than
a minor third. Possibly the steel strings available in India at that time could not
sustain the strain of longer lateral deflection. However, even if this were so, sitirists
might not have sought out stronger strings becausethey could not conceive of the
expressive potential of longer mihQs. Thus, whether because of the prevailing
aesthetic, or the unavailability of stronger strings, longer mlhQswere not accePted as a
feature of sitir style.
Inayat's son and his ficllowers were to perpetuate and develop the traditional
techniques, while expanding the elements drawn from vocal rntlsic, notably tdn and
melisrnatic mih(. These two features became the bases, respectively, of Vilayat
Khan's khayal gal style, and his alap and ghumri style.
VilayatHussein Khan (b. 1927)receivedhis initial trainingfrom his father; but the
htter died when Vilayat was only twelve, and hence Inayat was unable io complete
his son's musical training. This proved to be in its own way a boon to Vilayat, who
developed his own innovative style under new, and prirnarily vocal influences.
Vilayat continued to leafn, whether forrnally or informally, from various musicians,
including Dhruva TaraJoshi (b. l9l4) of Calcutta, who had studied the sitdr from
trnayat Khut and dhrupadfrom Faiyaz Khan.l According to some sources, however,
the bulk of Vilayat's training came not from sitarists, but from vocalists, and in
and Zinda Hasan Khan_(of Saharanpur and
particular from kihayali.ltdsBandeHasan
brother, respectively. Vilayat also appears
and
father
i.{ahan), who were his mother?s
to have been influenced by vocalists of the Kirana gharana.Under these influences,
Vilayat gradually developed a style which has come to be popularly known as the
,,ga2'akting." Tir- validity of this appellation is question.d by some musicians'2
I Thehtt gatin Khami.j playedby Vilayat Khan on EMI EALP 1266is a compositionof D.T. Joshi'
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thr
which he perforrns as gafs.These include his popular Bhairvi gal (recorded on EIr{I
ASD 2295) which derives from a bandishthumrr of Kunvar Shyam. The vilambit gatin
"Panjabi Bhairavi" in Vilayat Khan's EN,II ECSD 2828 is adapted from a bol banao
thumrr in the samerdga;such adaptations are facilitated by the relatively equal length
of bolbanaothumrrs (3rh to 4 matras)and ailambitgats (4 to 4Vz matras) .
of the mukhTas
Very often, Vilayat will sirnply sing a bal banaocomposition in the courseof playing
a fhumrl, which not only demonstrates the gayaki element in his playing but
complements the "vocal style" with actual vocal music. Vilayat may sing the.
composition in free rhythm, without.tablaaccompaniment,and then continue the sitir
Alternatively, he may sing the composition in its
alap,improvising around the mukhqa.
original tala (vsually 6ahiar, dadra, or kaharua), with tnbld accompaniment. This
practice is undoubtedly the most controversial aspect of Vilayat Khan's music. On the
one hand, audiencesappreciate it immensely, largely, no doubt, becauseVilayat is a
line thumri singer.r Other rnusiciansarrd critics, on the other hand, deplore the habit
in the most unequivocal terms, arguing that it cheapensthe performance and violates
the unique abstractnessof instrumental music'
One explanation or justification for Vilayat's singing would be simply that, like
rnany Indian instrumentalists, he likesto sing, and audienceslike to hear him sing'
On a deeper level he is humbly paying respectto vocal music, which remains in many
ways the fount of Indian classical instrumental music. In informal private sittings,
many instrumentalists may sing a composition whose adaptation they are playing. in
order to demonstrate its origin. That Vilayat Khan, Imrat Khan, and others do so on
stage does not seem inappropriate to them'
Yet often, and especially in thumn, Vilayat would not simply sing a composition,
but would perform long bol banao passages,following each vocal phrase by its
instrumental rendering. F{ere he is doing more than simply tipping his hat tr:
vocal tradition; he is atternpting to inject into his thumrr the one crucial elernent
which is inherently lacking in instrumental music, namely, bol banao(while at the
same time clemonstrating that his sitar playing is as fluid as vocal music). In effect,
Vilayat Khan is apparently trying to attain the best of both worlds: the purity and
abstractness of instrumental music, and the word-expression of singing. Vilayat's
deliberatejuxtaposition of the two dimensionsis an interestingmanifestationof the
paradoxical rnanner in which both vocal and instrumental music seem to aspire to
attain the ideal of'each other. Suzanne Langer (1953: 143-+) has observed how
The voice as an instrument, f,reefrom all interferenceby the physiological duties of
ghardnacomposition, which is recorded by Niaz and Faiyaz Ahrnad on EMI EALP 2282. Yilayat's drx
gat in R.agejri on EMI ASD 2460 is evidently based on a ihotakhaldl cornposition of these same singers.
thegct in Sankara on ENII EALP l29B is an instrumental rendition of a well-known kha2alcomposition
of Abdul Karim Khan (also of Kirana); frnally, Vilayat's drat gat in Sazgirion EMI E,ASD 1522 is an
acceleratedversion of a gat acknowledged by Vilayat (in a 1973 performance) to derive from a vocal
dhrupadcomposition.
I Begum Akhtar, the renowned singer ofglrazal and thumri, herselfwished to study thesesame genres
frorn Vilavat Khan (Raia 1978: l3).
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particulariy true fo'- L'diu" music' "ia
at
felt
keenly
utteLce of Uotiooao is no doubt
instrumental thumrl of the expressive
including-the many instrumentalists
r""ri"it^
one level by Vilayat Khan and other
well
own "sllution?' to the problem
Vil"y";-il;;'s
who are also fine amateur singers.
involved'
J.-on.ou,es the "peculiar dialectic"
his nephew Rais Khan'
,r.irrgirrg i. J* l'anlged in by
Vilayat Khan,s
is certainly among the finest
",Lr-"*
who, with ti,.*truJiii"rriry,*"..iurrd.,"ppr._uii..,
and
viltv'"i rnan generallv performs thumrr
singers of ghapal t;;;i;l:*h""u'
Khan
Rais
general,
uia dhuniin
{br-.';i;h"?ui
dadra.Rais Khan sings the lighter
performs thumn quite rarelY'
Amongtheotherprominent--t*po1:tt'ofthega1akiangsitar'VilayatKhan's
Khan'
(b. 1935)is the most outstanding' Imrat
younger brother Irrrru'tFlurrein Khan
and
sitar'
on
style
but
f"f"t
however, seldom plays fhumn'
4-y:'
'surbahar.
:;t*
brilliant
of
In.the yo,rng., generation, a host
dhrupad_orient"daii on
These include
their thirtie', huu" recently arisen'
sitarists, most of them presently in
Khan's
w"\i9
Sh",utt,
vilayat Khan's^so.n
Imrat Khan,s sons Nishad and Irshad,
Mukherjee
parvez, and, perhap*-*ori foputar_of all, Buddahitya
srandson shahid
with the modern
*u, u disciple o'r,uyuir'r'an. In accordance
possess
il$!",;;;;;;;
b'illiu""t, all six of these artists
bourgeois audienceis demand foitechnicai
in
(which, according to..Som:critics, is emphasized
extraordinary technical virtuosity
of the raga)' Most of
their music at the expenseof scrupulo;tl;;;;"tieline.ation
style
prrp.r.,ate Vilayat Khan's general
them play thumri, and can b. .*p..t"i-,i
u..oriing to their own individual temperaments'
Sarod Gharandsof Ghulam Ali Khan

ofthet-wen:i:th
sarodivas
Mostprominent
:ei:l:"1"'^:"::""1:Ti:"#t'i:iT:

il "*:;ry::,:1'1":-'::
:il :1.
"1il;',:",1:
ffi:l':i
dil
H::
il
:*,1;,
r;s;;t;r:Tlts-,I':q1i*:t*:":^:;;y:
ilJi,"ari.ffi
!:fi:.3'(J::f
il il.;; p_iliil::"''.:*"',;'l'll
i'#;:'';iln;::;;:"ii";ffi
i;
:::Ki;
jill'.';P'"::ff:'f.';;
lilffi 'T:':"';:,":"'#;;;;;;';;;;;;""I-1I1"'X':
artistswhohave
recent
:n'ffi':

:nii;; ;r;;-i

*t,n,i. ;;:.

or.o*iu,utiverv
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musicsof
produted well-knownstudents.In this section,we will discussthumri in the
Allaudin
ih.e. s,rb-ghardnds:those of sarodiyasAmir Khan, \?\" Ali Khan and
shows
and
century
of
this
Khan" The chart belowdepictsmosi of the major sarodiyls
their pedagogicalaffinities.t
Tansen (l6th c.)

Ghulam Bandegi Khan

tha

I

,

b6
no

dG
wl
sq
ht

I

Sarasvati Devi

GhulamAli Khan

ru

(d. ca. 1870)
Wazir Khan (d. 1920)
---'-t\
lr

(d. lel0)

t'
.tl

lr

tr
tr

n

Dabir Khan (d. 1907)

d

I
1
I
t

(b. le45)

(d. le34)

-r-

J

Radhika Mohan Moiu'a
(1917-81 )

Ali Akbar Khan

I
I

C

Ravi Shankar
, (sitarist)

I
I

ff

Timirbaran
Bhattacharya

I

I
I
t
I

Buddhadev DasguPta

(b. ls33)

Kalyan l\'4ukherjea "'Nikhil $.".4""

(b. le43)

(b.le3t)

the
we have seenhow by 1920the sarod had adopted,on the one hand,
andol tfe oller h1$'tll,*:-t'
siffesderiv"dfro- tke banithhlhumri,
ir;*;a;l
inheritedllom the ra,bd!*nd
iltu*;;t",ii;"a'K6a"i styleand traditionaltechniques

;ffiffi:il;

olt[9:11 iylf-l
composition-'iY.1*9
ofextant
h'=dq"airy
Mukherjea),tn-"^*-$t:,t-t1t1-51:u
Kalyan
Dr'
rne.by
to

T;;; leffi;

*J:ll'
t01;1
bv$olis(l n'"0
anianalvze$
uJ.rri'un""ribed
:,
11lLl.:

Khan ftuch as *ueteia,tght
Khini iraditionwasin fait flourishingonth€sarod.Amir'Khan'178-\ef!11?t9"9
;i;";;;i*O;;

elementis that *e ia is a variant of the ubieuito's bandish

cf' Solis
I Sourcesarc Solis (lg70: 37) and personalcornmunibationwith Kalyan Mukh'erjea;also
(1975:
207):
(1970: 36tr) and Roy Chudhuri
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t6nsareidiomaticto
99- The,din-diri,halqa,and-tdrparan
page
on
above.
given
thumrr
instrumenta!style
until recently
the sarod anri typrcli li"ttuaitional
r' rt*'gi" 1trr. tanshave
urr,rr,-fr.tr"a
iu,
uurod
Becauseth.
"".r.,"it
ldnswith only onestroketo a
Jim crllt"ddra"
*rr.
,t.
than
it
on
beenmoreprominent
note.
A mirK han,srecordingrrr a y b e t a k e n a s c h a ra
c tembrvonic
e ris t ic o f tbol
h e &anao
s t y lefhumrt'
o f t h e e ar l y
the
;;;;".
about
137)
(1976:
decadesof this century. Bandishlhulnri,
Chaube'sremarks
i"tpi'u:it:':
to
applicable
was clearly p"d#i"u"t
be equailv
"
(d. l9;;;""iJt"ia""tlv
ri;;;i;Khan
sakhavat
sarodiya
''k'
twentieth century predecessors:
ilr-#ry
Hewasrenownedforhisgafs,but|rlwouldneverplaylhumrlDo/sjusttopleasehis
Pilu in thumn
g;;;t mmi"$r"'' but never
what need
audience.He would play wonde'fd
style'
his
tnl diinity of
he
training?
his
stvle.Being a traditionalist, ".u*r'liou,J
and renounce
t'oitt'"oi-nt't
'u"ti
was there for him to imitate tt"
the musicof sarodivds
p-!yi1s.ris!t ysalPtiti*:9-i"
This traditionalapproachto
A tvpicallight piece
(; rdolj ,r*.T.,luidui"nu r gharand'
like Ishtiaq Ah*"d ff;;
u *Lt'tt)' followedby virtuosic
"dlap"
G;;;btt't
oo"ti'tll"-'r't"
woula
fast ternpo'
of his
nbtA\nthe contextof a sat in very
*f",
yi,.h
p"rfor*.j
first
taras,
^"Jifr.:
avoida.tceof the easierdri-din
Ishtiaq's;;;,;;dhis
The complexityand speedof
the sametime' Ishtiaq's
in part ,o ,ro.ul influence'At
techniquemay be attributed
executed'almost
,irui the single--note were evidently
ir,
,ruaiiio"ui
wu,
technique
'tnr
The ekiarat technique of
('da") strokes-ofthe plectrum'
ao*.,*lurJ*itf,
entirely
strokes-diflicult on the sarod
*ithi
,*r,.
,i"til.
playing single-note
"r,.r".ii"girivolved in. plaving, ti-llTt""'
,ight-hand ;;;;
becauseof the ;l;;;'
and cultivatedby only a few
irr.tf," turt'f.*1"."4.,
d."*;;;;;""f'
strings-wa.
bega.1to appearin
which affordsmuch greaterspeed,
,rn)ir|
rn"
and
sarodiyls.
^";;;'d,
albeitfn u .o*"*hat rudimentary
(lggg-lgi3j,
rn^"
eii
Hurrl
the music of
in speed'Hafiz Ali's
y:ti\':"t
tans calt#tl1t:\
trnpolishedfo'*' Si"tt ekkara
the ga2akiangon
him with initial introduction of
his
innovation fru, r.Jro*e to credit
dadra(chautre1976:51) and
rrr'irr"-ri*a
fondness
particular
Ari,s
Hafrz
sarod.
oo"ut characteristics'Vocal influence'
;il b. J;i-;"
avoidanceot toy[i)r;;ki
melisma'
iti. limitecl we of -mthdand
vocalmusic
however,is not readily apparent"i"
however'
of sarodivas'
indirectlv
In the thumn styleoithi succeeding;";;;;
and
banio ihumri
di";f;;-"glt'r1l
i"n""*"i'-utitt
*o,t
became
took the fonmsof' first'
Vifuyu,'ffturr. tniu in{luence
,i,arir,
lirt.
*,rri"
tans'
,t.
through
uJto"a.,the perfectionof ekkata
ga2aki-meli;;;;
complex
in
use of long and
sarodiyls could now play thumri
gayki-stvf""*im"s,
thi
With the adoptiontf
Raza Khani Dcj'
trr. archaic tdn-based
tot-oooa
*r.r-riih"r,
rn
ioi.,
*or.
lg8l) might
style
a
RadhikaMohan Moitra (d'
^t
Kh;;
Akbar
sarodiyailil-eii
a
Hence
";
witha drut(fast)gaf'The
concluding

;;;;

rong,r.irul.,r?ii'ti^*"-;il;Jr"e

I The term ,,ckhdrd'may

of notes'"
be said to connote" a gariand

-l
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in the music of Moitra's two most
melismatic vocal style is even more evident
Buddhadev Dasgupta, and my own
prominent students'ii' rri. own e-stimation),
teacher,Dr.Kalyant,lot.t,.,l.u.Boththesesarodiyasacknowledgetheprodigious
like.tiade Ghulam Ali Khan on their
influence of vilayat Khan, as well as singers
his own guru's teaching with
music.r Mukherjea, indeed, has compiemented
(the
gharinl, Mohammad Dilshad Ktran
instruction from a vocalist oi the Kirana
husband of Parween Sultana)'
VilayatKhan,sinfluencehasbeenevenmorecrucialinthedevelopmentand
introducedjnto sarod style by Hafiz Ali
refinement of ekharau-r. rn.." were initially
thathehad

RaairikaMohanMoitraindicates
Khan;a t934...orffi'oi rig"ir4by
"techniq,re
followin g 1g,afizAli Khan. Indeed, for over

,
also started d"u"topirr! the
students rote exercises'roughly one third
teach
to
used
Ifiohun
Radhika
years,
forty
Mukherjea, Dasgupta, and lately' Narendra
of which wereekhamlaor.Hi, students
of
in pu.ti.,rtu.,_outi"ptu's 1957recordings
Nath Dhar have fluent ekharatechnique;
ganz
Amjad
son
Ali's
are largely ,fiararazs.2 But ii ii
Maluha Kedar
of
""ai-ni":i"f
refined the art of ekkarat6nsto a level
Ali Khan, who, inspired by vilayat Kh;,
other
that
on rhe,sarod.At the same time, the fact
speed and clarity J;;.i."ted
sarodiyashaveindepen.dentlycultivatedthetechnique.revealsthatitsdevelopment
general
ever-rising ttth"ital standards and a
and popularity are ilesi attributed to
or two
one
of
to the dominating influence
trend toward vocal irrfl,r.rr.., rather than
instrumentalists.
mentioned above, continue to taP the rich
Finally, many sarodiyas,inciuding those
may
of gats,both for ftla2at and thumri' They
store of vocal compositions as a source
like
artists
in illambft ttntal,ii, increasingly'
convert bol banaothumris into gats
intermittent
talas(often iah6ar)' with
Mukherjea may play thern in their original
and/or concluding /aggt sections'
,-^ :- :L^ -+.,r- of
sitlrist
^f citi
extremely prominent in the style
Ga,akimelismas uil ,a* were also
Moitra'
Mohan
of his training from Radhika
Nikhil Banerjee, *rro'....irred most
Ali Akbar Khan'3
sitarist Mushtaq eii if'u" and sarodiya
The Attudin Khan Gharana
UstadAllaudinKhan(1865(?).1973)awasnotbornintoaprofessional-m.u:::111
Hence' some musrcrans
to play the
.sarod"
family, and he *u, tnt i"'t i" nis family
iradition the status of a gharand's
hi,
have been reluctant to accord
his son
-uri.al
so many outstanding disciples, and
Nevertheless,becausehe has produced
to his
title
that
[* ,oiuy would begrudge
and grandson are prominent sarodiyas,

lineage
the san
lo*'er<
useful i
added
Aliaud
althc,u
sn'iize
-\llaraga:
violin.
comm
Sindh
and G
over l
with;
on tht

are fi
not e
For
(app;

partii
pract
mukk
jat . 1

earlil
also t

begit
sarnt
in rrh
.

uL
--L

i-i *-l

am'r
ff

71fi

b-a-<

I Cf., e.g.'Solis(1970:45)'

p.rrorr"ti communication with Kalyan Mukherjea'
note that
'3
of Allaudin Khan, informed sources
publicized r, r.i,ia.",
Although Banerjee is generally
from that of other exponents of
*a irra..a,'rri. ,tyle ditrered markedly
he studied orrly uri.ry Jin'eu,*."airr,
Allaudin's ghardr6'
+ Allaudin Khan's birth date is controversial'
s Cf. e.g., Solis (1970: 3l)'
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the violin and
lineage. Allaudin was adept at a number of instruments, in particular
sarod, adding
the
and
the sfrod.r He introdu..d ,o*. innovations on both the sitar
power, were
lower-octave strings that, with their greater resonanceand sustaining
the sarod, and
useful in alap. H. iiro increasedthe number of sympathetic strings on
Finally'
resonance'
and
brilliance
add
added a small jaaari for the 6ikan sttings to
Manj
riiga
thumri
Allaudin is credited with the invention of the popular
-Khlmaj'
refined and
although many musicians consider that ragato be essentiallya sornewhat
stylizei version of the older raga Bihari (see Chapter-Twelve)'. of frve light
Allaudin has left a number orJg npu records, including expositions
(sic) on
Khambag
Maru
ragas:{i\la,, Bhairvr, and Ghara on sarod, and sindhura and
each
style;
,riitirr.i The sarod recordings, and the Sindhuta ate in traditional
The filla'and
cornmenceswith a few phraJes cl alap, followed by a gatin tintal'
("Vairabi2')
Bhairvi
the
while
(M.M.ca.77),
Sindhnra gats start in medium tempo
to
respectively,
and
289,
i88
and Ghara accelerate(almost continuously) from M.M.
concluded
is
over M.M. 300. Typically, a free-rhythmic ornamenterl aistarpassage
predominate;
with a short tanwhich leads to the mukhqa.As the tempo quickens, /dns
which
fa-zs,
diri-diri
ot
runs,
single-note
on the sarod, thetansareeither medium-tempo
is
note
one
of
repetition
are eventually followed by jhAta.Tbe bolbaiAo,syllabic-style
not employed.
Khambag"
For our purposes, the most interesting of these records is the "Maru
be
said to be
can
which
one
only
is
the
this
(apparentli meaning Manj Khamaj), as
common
is
as
punctuated,
(twice)
puriiutty in ghumri ityl". H"r. the brief alap is
joins,
same
pru.ti.. today, by muihTasof a bolbanaocomposition.'3When-the .tnbla
-the
(M M' I 16)
mukhyaisusei for the gai, which is set not tolintal, but to medium tempo
dating from around 1930, is to my knowledge the
jcl. This recording, pi".r-ubly
gat' Its use, and
earliest recorded inst.nce of laitiar talabeingusedfor an instrumental
banao
bol
thumri was
also the general bolbanaostyle of the performance,reveal that the
time' At the
beginning to exert some inhuerr.. ot the sarod and sitdr lhumri at this
play light rcgas
,uir. ti*-", Allaudin Khan, as a matter of policy, reportedly refused to
even chastise
would
and
in thumri style (i.e., with ornamented, syliabic articulation),
phrases'4.
younger artists like Radhika Mohan Moitra for using gaykz'type
AlLudin Khan's son Ali Akbar Khan (b 1922) is regarded as the preeminenr
Ali Khan,
sarodiya of the century. Although lacking the dazzling technique of Amjad
him as
have
distinguished
which
Ali Aktar's playing has a uniqul depth and sobriety
sobriety
this
one of the outstanding nnusicians of the century. In his {hurnrls,
in his
rnanifests itself in the llisurely pace of his atap, and, as in his f;ather'smusic,
I According to one informant, audiences much preferred Allaudin's frddle playing to his sarod, and it
.1T: jo.b. regarded as
was largely th"rough Ali Akbar's renown on the latter instrument that Allaudin
child being father to ttre
primarily a grodiya; thus, one could call his reputation as a sarodiyd a case of "the
man.tt
2 These have been re-issued on Megaphone JNLX 1008'
5 For the uke of makh76rather than mohrd in instrumental thumn 6lap, see page 188 below.
a Personal communication frorn Dr. Kalyan Mukherjea'
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to be traditional in that he
economicaluse of ornamentation. [Iis gat style may be said
plays din-din tans rather than ehhara'
in the playing of Allaudin Khan's
A light approach to fhumri is_far more evident
(b. 1920); hence such differencesmay
son-in-law and discipie, sitarist Ravi Shankar
and
than training. h.avi Shankar's ghumris, dddras'
be due rnore to
a
as
vocal in{luencs--as well
"6;;;;nt
dlzuns,fbrwhich he is'wetl known, re{lect considerable
style'
their profuse ornamentation and typically syllabic
generally playful ,pi.it-in
same
the
At
tala'
1dniar
in
bandishes
Occasionally he bases his gals onlriginal lhumn
intricate
galaki ang in that he eschews
time, his style contrar,. ii,h the so-called
rendersornaments by techniquesof
olte'
vocal-derived melismas and,mih(s.Thus, he
cornbinesthe two)'
hammering-on and pulling-off, including especially^frtintd'n.(which
has
a certain stacatto
mih(. Cansiq,ri"tly.his playing
.r,t., tha"n by *.ii.-uti.
legato siyle of Vilayat Khan and his
quality which di{fersmarkedly from the.smooth,
jaaan timbre preferred by Ravi Shankar
followers. The sibilai.J, ,upiafy-decaying
fans' using
t,yf.. Fituiiy, he seldom.glay.ssapa!or 6hut
also enhances this
"iii. instrume ntaiphirat-("circling") tdnsand' o-ccasionally'
";;;;
instead the rnore idiomatically
crooked turns and trills on a few
sarod-like din-din tans(phirat tdns are orn"-errtal,
adjacent notes)'
The Saraitgt
older trndian instruments'r
The sardtgi is, in name if not in form' amo".g,tht.
Katiakosaprkarala of 1052; the twelfth
References to the ,iroirg, date back to tire
singing
p"l.ytTts the.sdrairyras being.used. to accomPany
century Supasanahadarqi
ernployed.Later texts
1sg2: 3Z_S)1in which'lapaciiy it is stiq traditionally
ini"vi"i
(Fazl 1948:269)
SR and the sixteenth century 'Ain-i-Akban
like the thirteenth.*,u.y
strings)
sympathetic
instrument is dipicled (without
also mention thesaratitgT,Lndthe
saraitgt'has
168).2E'vidences*gests that the
in a few Mughal miniatures (Greig 1980:
(with and without sympatheiic strings)
lcng been used in fblk music, arrd fo-lksaraitgu
iurly period, the-sarahgiaccompanied the
are not uncommon even today. From a'
into ihumri and the modern ghazal song'
erotic colrrtesan aurr..*""gr *tri"n evolved
y dkdris and mv.raqis-wereintimately associated
Sarahgiyasrt r-r.rtrrlp.e?ominantl
in rnusic and regularly accornpaniedthern'3
with courtesans,as they instructed them
the
courtesans. A sarahgiyamentioned in
Same sdrairyids were e,ue,, the issue of
belonged to the dadhi (dhatt') community
sixteenth century iig ioop*, for instance,
of "sd'rahgi" to
I Some musicians (e,g., sdrahgi2aSabri Khan) imPute the etymological derivation
tht-'t'e'satility of the instrument' Platts'
t*p'i"i"g
colors"'
Persian-Urdu "saurang"-Sundred
i;s;rai;- (with one related meaning "of a variegated
^
,t.'su",r'li
*derivation of the word it*t,iiii
color") is more Plausible'
court
2 Sharar,s attriU,rtioi"ot the sdraitgi\ invention to one Mian Sarang of Muhammad^Shah's
ofinstruments'
origins
a typical Indian tendency to attribute
(1976: a0) i, thu, irr"o.r..,,
"ta ".fl.""t.
individuals'
listorical
utyl.., urrd the like to particular
by accompanying
3 See. e.g., t,,'"* lf S?l lB), who writes, "Most of the Dhdris earn their'living
dancing girls."
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(Imam1954:17).Bythenineteenthcentury'thesardryihadbecomethestandard
including thumrr'i
courtesans' dance
instrument of accompaniment used for
-*it'
to imitate and
primarily
developed
the-ri*hgi
Thus, along witrr its lle i" n"L *"t ir,
twentiih century, ii khalal and occasionally
support the voice ir, 1t.,-ri and, by the
it
the saraigl his three roles: first,
dhrupad.as well.= In this supporting -"uprli,y,
the
in
gaps
in
passages;::":ttd, it frlls
imirovised" bol-banao
imitates the voice a.rfi
uttla third, it joins the voice in
singing *itr, upprofrlu-,. i'-p.o"i1g{ ff,t-arrr;
has
riukhTa.A ...o"d"ry traditional function
cadencing with the precomposed sthafi
repeated
is
melody in a given tala'which
been to play lehra,a short, pre-composed
overandoveragain,accompanyingthenritta(putedance).portionofkathakand'in
a
the iirahgt'was eviderttlV ""1 respected as
this century , labu7soios.Urrtil this century ,
prestige is largely due to the
solo classical instrument. Its recently'Lrrhurr".J
the Delhi gharand(1886-1955) and' more
excellenceof virtuosilike Bundu Khan of
technical and expressive
uurui" tu. lg27), who has ,.ftn.J the
recently, n.*
of the sdrahgi to unprecedented heights'
;;;;r#
U.].u,,,t of its ability to imitate precisely
The sarairyiis suited to accompany ,tngirrg
and the sustaining pord{erof the human
all the diverse glissandi, nuances, o.rrurrr".rr,"r,
The
,,ut,rraliy derives largely from vocal music'
voice.s As a result , solosarahgtstyle
be
to
tend
,irorrg i' tfr,r-ri, wherJ ui)sturseetions
vocal influence is p".if."i"tj'
standard use of taiiat tala-tather than
modelled entirely on bol banno style; the
a
the listenerts impressiol that he is hearing
iahana or ailambit f,cntdl-also enhances
that there are no words'
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example, *u,
".t.b,ated Yet i1 tt.r-ri,
the close sim^ilarity of sarahgi and vocal
din-din-like tan patterns.
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the Mughal courts and palaces. The shehnahad not been acceptedas a solo classical
instrument until the achievementsof Bismillah Khan within the last forty years. Like
the sdrairyi, the shehnaiis well suited to the imitation of vocal style, but its loud,
penetrating tone has made it inappropriate for use in chamber music like thumri; as a
result, it has had no long-standing associationwith classicalor semi-classicalvocal
renditions of khayl and phumrr tended to hremore influenced by
music. Hence, shehnat
instrumental than vocal music.' Shehnatperfiormancesof ghumn ragas"frequently
resemble instrumental gats, whether in tintal, kahana ot dadra. They generally
conclude with a jhala-like lari section, which is purely instrumental in origin. Ialr
patterns typically sound like:

Vocal influence appears to be increasing in shehnatsemi-classicalstyle. Stewart
(1974 383-6), while illuminating the above points, does'not acknowledge the
important influence of the (vocal) folk music of eastern Uttar Pradesh on the
ligtrt-classicalmusic of shehnaiensemblesof that region. Courtesansin Benares have
long been renowned for their light-classicalrenditions of "pirbl' ("eastern," i.e.,
U.P.) folk songs like taiti and kajrz.Bisrnillah Khan, who himself hails frorn Benares'
invariably includes at least one "purbi dkun" in his recitals. These pieces,rendered in
semi-classicalstyle, seemto emergefrom the Benarescourtesantradition, and as such
owe little to influence from instrumental traditions. Moreover, Bismiliah Khan
himself frequently uses1ahiartala far his thumns, reflecting an increasedinfluence of
vocal thumrr commensurate with the enhanced status and technical potential of his
instrument.
The Baiuurt
The transverseflute is among the simplest and oldest Indian instruments, and is
documented as early as the Vedas. .Asidefrom being a classicalinstrument, the flute,
in India as in many other countries, is the traditional folk instrument of animal
grazers; as we have seen, many thumrrs celebrate the enchanting flute-playing of
Krishna the cowherd. While the end-blown nai seems to have been the preferred
instrument at the Mughal court, it has since been entirely replaced by the baiuurt.The
and shehnai,has
prestige of the bahsurias a classicalinstrument, like that of the saraitgt.
in recent decades been augmented considerably by the technical and expressive
expertiseof a few artists, in this case,Pannalal Gholh (1911-62) and Hari Prasad
Chaurasia (b. l93B).
Bahsun classical and semi-classicalstyle derives almost totally from vocal music,
particularly in the use-rare among instruments-of ati-uilambit(extremely slow) ektal
and jhumra, which are otherwise associatedexclusively with vocal khayaL Circular
breathing techniques used in shehnaimusic are also absent fram bdniurtstyle, whose
I The occaslonaluse of circular breathing techniquesto play extremely long phrasesis, for example, a
purely instrumental technique"
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The Harmonium
and popular
In the last century, the harmonium has becomethe single most common
to
for
accompaniment
primarily
is
used,
it
melodic instrument of North India, where
perhaps
or
In
spite,
music'
devotional,film and folk
voice,in classical,semi-classical,
the harmonium has often been denounced
instrument,
the
of
becauseof the ubiquity
i.t3..rious to Indian music; generally cited as defects are its
as unsuitable and
".r"n
intonation
inability to render glissan"di(mih|), its incompatibility with Hindustani
origin'
its
foreign
systems, its monotonous timbre, and, for the nationalist-minded,
until
1940
from
Accordingly, the harmonium's use was banned on All-India Radio
music for a
l9B0 (Deia iSAt, +A;. Yet the harmonium has beenentrenchedin Indian
century, and its ,.r. upp.u.s to be increasing steadily. As an accompanying
by some of
instrument, it has been preferred not only by amateur crooners but also
Parween
(e'g',
the most respectedclassicalvocalistsof the presentand.recent past
scholarly
Sultana). It is clear, then, that the instrument and its appeal merit
attention, and of a dispassionatenature.
Scholars, whether out of disdain or f,ailure to recognize the harmonium's
article "The
importance, have tended to ignore the instrument; hence,B. C' Deva's
contribution
Harmonium in Indian Musicl' (l98l) came as a valuable and welcome
of the
the
evolution
with
dealt
towards remedying this neglect. Deva's study
and
its
use'
against
and
instrument, its adoption in india and the arguments for
music'
Indian
concluded with a generally negative appraisal of its role in and effecton
ad^vocate
For the purposesit ttr. pr.r"nt study, we shall not attempt to proscribe or
for the
reasons
the
further
to
examine
is
the instrument's use;l *th.., our intent
which
is
used-matters
it
harmonium's popularity, and the distinctive ways in which
writers like Deva have not discussed.
Various scholars(including Deva) have noted that although the harmoniurn,was
Asia'
introduced into India from Britain in the eighteenth century, its roots lie in
such
into
developing
Asia,
Free-reedinstruments evidently originated in Southeast
the
into
these,in turn, evolved
instrumentsas the Laotian khae'nandManipuri*hung;l
Chinese shengandJapanesesho.A shengbiottght to St. Petersburg in the eighteenth
century became the model for Western free-reedinstrurnentslike the harmonium,
accordion. and harmonrca.
As Deva (1981: 47) notes, the appearanceof the harmonium in early nineteenth
century Indian miniatures suggeststhat the instrument had already gained some
I The author must confess to a strong preference for the saraitgiin most perfiormance contexts'
2 Deva claims the origin of the free reed for India on the grounds that the khungis more primitive than
as similar logic
the Laotian khaen and must therefore be older. The argument is not entirely convincing,
where primitive
America,
in.south
originated
guitar
the
that
for
instance,
conclude,.
us
to
lead
might
versions of guitars may be found.
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in favor of a portable,
popularity. The pedal harrnonium was gradually discarded
by a keyboard
irurra-p.r-ped model, with a set of metal, free-beatingreeds governed
by
promoted
greatly
was
instrument
:h"
of around thirty-seven keys. The
considerable
attained
who
(I852-1920)'
achievernentsof Bhaya Saheb Ganpat Rao
in the context of
proficiency in and renown for his harmonium-playing, particularly
of the
(see chapter Four). use of the instrument, together with or in place
th,r..rri
'ra*;rgt,was
in
extrernely widespread in semi-classicalmusic by 1900,as is evidenced
as those of Mauzuddin
the Jarly recordings'of thumrrs, ghazals, and khaltalssuch
recordings were
Khan, Gauhar 3an, Malkr Jan, ind Pyare Saheb. Most of these
the
reproduced
bandiih thurnrisl with fast Jans which could be more easily
-on
until the following
harmonium . The sarahgrdid not come into vogue on recordings
Devi'
Siddheshvari
and
Bai
generation of bol banai singers, including Rasoolan
Khan
Amir
and
(d.
1937)
Frorninent LhoNl singers lii<e Abdul Karim Khan
modern singers like
do
as
accompaniment)
prti!...6 harmonium
G;.*ry
"some
pu.*eerr'sultana. The instrument has aiso been favored by a few singers of thumri
the sarahgiseemsto
like Barkat Ali Khan and Nirmala Devi, although, on the whole,
in thurnrl' In the
have retained its preeminence as an accompanyi"g l"-ttllTent
and Ghulam Ali,
modern ghazal-song,particularly as popularized by Mehdi Hasan
the harmonium has become virtually ubiquitous'
smooth glissandi
There is no doubt that the harrnonium'i inability to produce
Deva (l98l: 48)
As
seriouslylimits its successas a solo instrument in Indian music.l
fast runs and ornaments
obreluer, the harmonium can apprgximate certain sorts of
glissandi and vibrato so crucial to Indian music are
(e.g., khatha), but the legato
"Mor."ou.r,
the harmonium is unable to produce fine shades
iorifiy beyond its scope.
Why has the "baid'
of intonation, as its t,rning is fixei. The questions then arise:
do classicalvocalists
loecomeso popular, if it is s]opoorly suited to Indian music?Why
to reproduce and
like Parween Sultana prefer it to the sarahgi,which is ideally suited
imitate most of the subtleties of vocal music?
we would do
Before examining some popular explanations for this phenomenon'
intonation with Indian
well to clarify that the incompatibiliiy of the harmonium?s
like Deva have f;aulted
music is not so great as some critics have suggested.Writers
irutis, or microtonal
twenty'two
the
the harmonium for its inability to produce
by-Bharata in
expounded
intervals which allegedly constitute thi octave, as oriiinally
in Indian
used
are still
ti-.'Nii" Silrro.T]iu extent and manner in which the irutis
with a number of
music has been the subject of considerable controversy,
the correct.use of
scholars-both Indian and Western-emphatically asserting that
but is also
artists
the fuutis is not only scrupulously maintained by competent
have
intonation
of
appreciated by knowledg""bl. listeners.The only ernpirical studies
r Other Indian instruments lacking this capability , ai;., thejaltarang and, to some extent, the sazltTr'
Kumar Sharma has gained considerable
have failed to achieve great popularity"for tne same reason' Shiv
to play glissandi; similariy' skilled
inability
the
for
comPernsate
to
managing
renown on the santilr, by
limitations by exploiting nther
harmonium players endeavor to compensate for the harmonium's
capabilities of the instrument.
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been those ofJairazbhoy and Stone (1963), and especially.Levy(1982). These works,
using extensiveelectronicmeasurementsof musical examplesperformed by renowned
artisis, demonstrate conclusively that intonation varies considerably in performance
and does not conform to such artificial theoretical constructs as the iruld system,
fact
which would presupposefar greater intolerance of microtonal variation than in
but
twenty-two,
into
not
divided
octave
Indian
is
exists. They corrobliat" thaithe
of
the
tolerance
that
reveal
also
into twelve someWhatvariable intervals. The studies
less
or
more
of
each note in performance practice would generally permit the use
tempered tuning, as mighi conceivably be found on a harrnoniurn'l
N,iicrotonal variation do", o".,rt in certain contexts, and if, lbr example, some
singerschooseto intone the Reb of Sri ragaati-komal(extrernelyflat), their intonation
*oild naturally conllict wirh that of the harrnonium. Deva (i981: 50-1) also relates
an interesting ixperiment which demonstrated, not surprisingly, that the use of- the
harmonium *uyirrfluettce the singer'sown intonation. Opponents of the harmonium
may point with some justification to such phenom-enaas suggesting a degree of
incornpatibility of the instrument's intonation. But the harmonium cannot be
consiiered fundamentalilincongruent with Indian intcnation, which is^ based on
division of the octave into t*'"lrr" roughly equal, albeit flexible intervals'2 The very
fact that many of the most respectedvocalistsuse harmonium accompaniment shows
that they do not lind its tuning objectionable'were it trul;.' incornpatiable' we would
expect a modifred harmonirrm to have evolved in India, like the electric organs used
in Arab urban music, which are.altered to accommodate neutral intervals.s
Moreover, the instancesin which a singer's intonation might conflict with that of
the harmonium are primarily casesof ,rpf.t or lower leadin[ tones (e.g., the Reb in
S1, or Nib or Ni in variout tcgrs); a degreeof tension is naturally desirable on such
occasions, and this tension rnay be e{fectively heightened by the conflicting
intonations of vocalist and harmoniurn.
Regardless,however, of its roughly cornpatibleintonation, the harrnoniurn remains
paten*tly unable to produce the frequent giissandi and occasional microtonal
ulte.atiorrs which ciaracterize Indian music. Why, then, has it become so
wiciespread?
One facto, is that the harmonium is as easy to play presentably as the sarahgzis
I Measurements made of one harmonium revealed its intonation to be not tempered, but rather a
rough rnixture ofjust and Pythagorean intonation (Jairazbhoy and M,aher 1975: lll3)'2beva (lg8l:49) states that "the gandhara
fthird scalar degree] is diflerent in ragas Kart, Darban,
has two di{Ierent varieties of the same sadharana
rnusic,
LIaLhar and again the raga Tadi of Karnatak
goulhma. l\one of these can be accommodated on the harmonium." The gandhfuasof Kafi, etc", are indeed
dillerent insofar as the Darbarl and Malhar thirds are characteristically performed with particular
vibrati; while the harmonium cannot render such vibrato, the diffenence between these notes is one of
treatment, attack, and context rather than static intonation. Moreover, the two gandharas used in
Karnatak Todi are rough enharmonic equivalents of Hindustanr Re and Gab, which can be perforrned
on the harmonium.
3 Derra describes a few experimental "6ruti harrnoniums" deyised by Indian colleagues, but
perforrning musicians have not evidenced great interest in them.
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many singers prefer
diffrcult. As there are only a handful of competent saraitgi2as,
whose imperfect
inlbrior harmonium accompaniment to that of a mediocre sarahgi2a
it
bowing techniqueand intonation may be distracting.Yet seemsplausible that the
may be to some extent a result, rather than a cause of the
dearth of good saraitgi2as
harmonium's popularity, for if there were considerable demand for more sarahgt
accompanists,more musicianswould certainly respondby learning that instrument.
Hence the facility of harmonium techniquedoes not in itself su{hcientlyexplain its
appeal.
A second and related possible explanation for the decline of the sarahgiis that its
to forsakeit for
associationwith courtesanculture has led many prospectivesarairyi2as
century, for
Many
prominent
singers
of
this
other instruments or for the voice.
have long been associatedwith
instance, have come from saraitgilafamilies.Sarairyiltas
and
as
their
progeny. Since the thirties, as
accompanists,
even
as
teachers,
.!.aua'trt
classical and semi-classicalmusic have moved from the ko[hato the public concert
hall, courtesansand those associatedwith them have fallen into increasing disrepute
(and desuetude),no longer enjoyingthe statusof custodiansof classicalculture. That
far more mirais and dhartstoday appear to adopt the voice, or the more indispensable
tablaas their medium may to someextent be due to the ignominiousafliliationsof the
'sarahgi.
But this phenomenon can be at best a partial e*pianation for the decline of the
of the.tnwa'if,continue
sarahgt.Thumri and ghazal, which were the genresy'arexcellence
to enjoy great popularity in spite of their disreputable origins. Moreover, if the sarahgT
continued to be valued as an accompanyinginstrument, we should assumethat its
exponentswould be held in commensurateesteem.Thus, it is questionableto what
extent the opprobrium of the saraitgi\ origins has contributed to the rise of the
harmonium.
A more plausible explanation for the harmonium's popularity lies in the fact that
some khayliyas find it less obtrusive and distracting than the saraitgt.The latter's
relatively penetrating tone, and the very accuracy with which it is used to imitate the
vocalist's every nuance, may disturb the concentration of some singers during baThat
(raga development). The harmonium has a softer tone, can be played at a lower
volume, and may tend to be less active and generally less conspicuous than the
sarahgt.One can imagine, for example, that if a singer and saraitgila were both
performing sustained andolan(slow vibrato) on the Dhab of raga Darbarr, unless the
two were exactly synchronized,the effectmight be'discordant; hence a vocalist might
prefer to sing such a passage against the sieady backg.round of a simple Dhab
sustainedon the harmonium, which would actually heighten, rather than obscure,
the vocalist's vibrato.
That vocalists may prefer such an unobtrusive accompaniment may be seen as a
reflection of broader developmentsin twentieth century Hindustani music. Evidence
in
suggeststhat greateremphasishas been placedon lengthy, prolix, and deep baThat
khayatsince the first decadeof the presentcentury. This developmentcoincidedwith
the transition from feudal to bourgeois patronage, and the consequentsrowth of the
cult of the individual virtuoso.Thesephenomenamay have contributedto the decline
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who is now expected to perform long'
of the iarahgi in two ways: first, the singer,
and hence
profound baqhat,may find the busy s.araigiaccompaniment.distracting,
the stage'
of
sharing
the tradition
might prefer the unoitrusive harrnonium. Second,
level as
some
at
may be perceived
and the prestige, with a respected sarairyila
arts'
fine
in bourgeois
incompatible with the celebration of the solo "superstar"
(potentially) soft and murky tone'
Thus, the very limitations of the harmonium-its
conlibuted,to its rise iri popularity'
and its inability to imitate the voice-may have
does have certain capabilities
These limitations notwithstanding, the harmonium
to produce-chords and tone clusters'
that the saraizgrlacks-in particularl its ability
and thereby exercise greater
and the fact that u ,irrg"l. can play the harmonium
exploited in th:.Tll"u"d
fully
been
control over accompaniirent. Th.se assetshave
ghaza|,andtheyarewellillustrated'forexample'inthe{humrrsofBarkatAliKhan,
singing' Very often' Barkat Ali
irho frequently himself played the harmonium while
center by playing on harmonium
would anticipate urrJ;;p'r"fure" a motion to a tonal
this technique on surma4(al(a
the note about to u. ,,,,,g. Singers frequently employ
vocalist), and thus the role of the
trapezoidal zither strumired J, plrrcked by'the
instrument than to the
harmonium in such contexts is more comparable to that
saraitgl.
the surma\Qalshows that
The use of sustained,static tones on the harmonium and
whether in addition to or
in some cases,vocalists actually like such accompaniment,
of these instruments
in place of the active, vocal-style sarahgi.The very irnrnobility
the fluidity and
contrast
by
and their inability to render glissandi may heighten
perspective' the criteria for
flexibility of the voice. trt is clear that, from srrch a
are not riecessarilythe
evaluating solo instruments and accompanying instruments
and the harmonium (not to mention the tanpura)have
same; both the surmarpdal
do not necessarily
obvious limitations as solo instruments, but these shortcomings
impair their value as accompaniment'
accompanists have
In recent years, under western influence, some harmonium
mimicking the melodic
taken to playing harmonic triads instead of or in addition to
has become quite
line. This piu.tl.. is extremely common in the ghazal-song,which
of Mehdi Hasan
ghazaLsongs
.omme.ciul and Westernized in the last decade;many
fixed harmonic
with
and Ghulam Ali assume the character of pre-composedsongs
refrain is
Because thumrr is a more classicirid genre, in which the
;r"s;;r;.r
and hence the Western
,t oit urra insignificant, there is lessscopefor such harmonies,
not distracting' as
listener of thumrr may find their occasiorralpreserrcesuperfluous,if
of Indian
reactions
they compromise the unique effect of pure modality.- The
hence its function czn
listeners, ho*'.rr.r, to harmony has not been documented, and
novelty, others object
not be discusseddefinitively; probably, some listenersenjoy its
in
the same sensethat
it
hear
not
simply do
to it as untraditional, and ihe
triads are
-ajority
harmonic
g.tt..u1ize, however, that
Westerners hear harmony. We
"utt
as in Western
usually not used or perceirred in teims of functional progression,
I See Manuel (1979: l3lff.) for a discussion of harmony in the ghazal-song'
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classical music; rather, their use appears to be more coloristic and incidental (thus
inviting comparison with the static chords played on the rio in the Japanesegagaku
ensemble).
The use of harmony obviously reflectsa considerabledegreeof Western influence.
Nevertheless,it should be observedthat the presenceof m4jor and minor triads is not
entirely foreign to Indian music. The third and fifth degreesare very prominent in the
overtone seriescreated by the tanpuradrone, and of strings on other instruments. The
sympathetic strings on the sitar or sarod occasionally produce triads as well; for
example, a plucked Pa may animate the sympathetics Pa, Ni, and Re, producing a
"dominant V" chord.lThus, the useof triads on the harmonium can be regarded,to
some extent, as an extensionof latent elementsin Indian music rather than a totally
alien importation. Nevertheless, it is clear that the use of harmony may affect
perception of raga in ways which distort its character.
Much of the popularity of the harmonium clearly derivesfrom its versatility, in that
it can provide both drone as well as melody and coloristic chords. Further, its tone
and volume are more easily controlled and varied than thoseof the sdrairyt.ln a word,
personalpreferencefor the sarahgtnotwithstanding, we should attribute the successof
the harmonium to its idiosyncratic capabilities, rather than regarding it merely as an
inferior alternative to the sarahgi.

I This phenomenon occurs, for example, on Ravi Shankar's recording of iaga
"f
Jog (Capital 272A,on
Angel 35468), where the Pa-I,[i-Re triad is clearly audible on occasion.The artist may be presumed to
enjoy this e{Iect even though Ni and Re are both absent from raga Jog.

